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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

This  paper  proposes  a novel  method  for  fast  3D  reconstructions  of  the  scoliotic  spine from  two  pla-
nar  radiographs.  The  method  uses  a statistical  model  of  the  shape  of  the  spine  for  computing  the  3D
reconstruction  that  best  matches  the  user  input  (about  7 control  points  per  radiograph).  In  addition,  the
spine was  modelled  as  an  articulated  structure  to  take  advantage  of  the  dependencies  between  adjacent
vertebrae  in  terms  of  location,  orientation  and  shape.

The  accuracy  of  the  method  was  assessed  for a  total  of  30  patients  with  mild  to  severe  scoliosis  (Cobb
angle  [22◦,  70◦])  by  comparison  with  a previous  validated  method.  Reconstruction  time  was  90  s for  mild
patients,  and  110  s for  severe.  Results  show  an  accuracy  of  ∼0.5 mm  locating  vertebrae,  while  orientation

◦ ◦ ◦

ptimisation
pine
coliosis

accuracy  was  up  to 1.5 for  all  except  axial  rotation  (3.3 on moderate  and  4.4 on severe  cases).  Clinical
indices  presented  no  significant  differences  to the  reference  method  (Wilcoxon  test,  p  ≤ 0.05)  on patients
with  moderate  scoliosis.  Significant  differences  were  found  for  two  of  the  five  indices  (p  =  0.03)  on  the
severe  cases,  while  errors  remain  within  the  inter-observer  variability  of  the  reference  method.

Comparison  with  state-of-the-art  methods  shows  that  the  method  proposed  here  generally  achieves
superior  accuracy  while  requiring  less  reconstruction  time,  making  it especially  appealing  for  clinical

routine  use.

. Introduction

Three-dimensional (3D) assessment of spine deformities is
equired for properly evaluating scoliosis [1].  However, conven-
ional 3D imaging techniques (i.e. CT – computer tomography and

RI  – magnetic resonance imaging) are not suitable for this pur-
oses because they require patients to be lying supine, which alters
he global shape of the spine [2]. Additionally, they are expensive

nd, in the case of CT, a full scan of the spine results in a considerable
ose of radiation for the patient [3].

To obtain 3D reconstructions of the spine in standing position,
everal authors have proposed computational methods that use
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two  (or more) planar radiographs, previously calibrated with a
multi-planar radiography calibration system (e.g. [4–8]). Recon-
structions from multi-planar radiography allow clinicians to have
access to 3D measurements (e.g. plane of maximum deformity [1])
and have been successfully employed for evaluating the effect of
different therapeutic approaches (e.g. Boston braces [9] and surgery
[10]), predicting the progression of scoliosis [11] and designing
more effective braces [12].

Most of the reconstruction methods are based on the iden-
tification of several anatomical landmarks on posterior–anterior
(PA) and lateral (LAT) radiographs. Currently, computational recon-
structions of the spine are achieved by manually identifying a set
of 6 stereo-corresponding points per vertebra on the PA and LAT

[13–15].  These six points are the centre of superior and inferior
endplates, and the superior and inferior extremities of the pedi-
cles. The 3D coordinates of these points are found by triangulation
and allow to determine the location and orientation of each verte-
bra. The location of each vertebra, typically defined as the centre

d.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.medengphy.2011.03.007
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/13504533
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f the endplates [1] or the centre of the four pedicles’ landmarks
16], is used to define the vertebral body line, which enables to
alculate regional, spinal and global indices of spine deformity, as
efined in [1].  The orientation of each vertebra is determined fol-

owing the standardized frame of reference defined in [1].  The 3D
oordinates of the six points are also utilised for recovering verte-
rae shape by deforming dense generic vertebral models using dual
riging [17]. For improving the accuracy of the shape of the recon-
tructed vertebrae and, thus, improving the assessment of local
eformities, other studies [18–21] proposed increasing the set of
anually identified points by including landmarks that are visible

n only one of the radiographs. Both methods require expert users
or accurately pinpointing an extended set of landmarks. How-
ver, even for experts, it is difficult to find the exact location of
he landmarks and to ensure stereo-correspondence, thus, jeopar-
ising reproducibility. Moreover, these procedures are error-prone
nd very time-consuming.

Several methods have been proposed for addressing the afore-
entioned problems, in particular, for decreasing user-interaction
hile increasing reproducibility. In [22] the user interaction time

or reconstructing a 3D model was decreased to less than 20 min
y requiring a set of 4 landmarks per vertebra in each radio-
raph (non stereo-correspondent) and using statistical inference
or determining vertebrae shape and axial rotation, followed by

anual adjustments for refining the reconstruction. However, the
mount of user interaction is still very high for clinical routine use,
nd remains very user-dependent. On the other hand, attempts
or automating reconstructions based on 2D/3D registration of
eformable vertebrae models [23,24] show that the success of the
rocedure is largely dependent on the initial solution. Additionally,
utomated methods only show reconstructions for the lower part of
he spine, where radiographs are clearer and with less overlapping
tructures, but computation of most of the clinical indices require
ll thoracic and lumbar vertebrae [15].

Very recently, new methods have arisen that try to decrease user
nteraction by requesting the identification of the spine midline on
wo radiographs by the means of cubic splines. In [25], the opera-
or adjusts the scale and location of the first and last vertebrae (C7
nd L5), which are used for interpolating location and scale of the
emaining vertebrae along the 3D spline. Then, an operator manu-
lly adjusts each vertebra. Average interaction time was 5 min. In
26], the splines, as well as additional user input (i.e. location, size
nd orientation of predefined endplates, and position and shape of
he apical, T1 and L5 vertebrae), are used as predictors for inferring
he shape of the spine using multi-linear regression. A trained oper-
tor requires about 2.5 min  for performing a fast reconstruction,
lthough it is possible to refine reconstructions, increasing interac-
ion time to 10 min. Both these methods still require considerable
ser-interaction, making their reconstructions user-dependent and
otentially less reproducible. In [27], operators only need to iden-
ify the spine midline. However, a 2D approach is used where
raining and prediction of the spine shape is done independently
or each radiograph. This approach is therefore limited since the
redicted landmarks on the two radiographs are not related and,
dditionally, their location depends on the positioning of both
atient and X-ray source during the examination.

Kadoury et al. also proposed a statistical approach to obtain
 model of the spine from two cubic splines [28]. Local linear
mbedding (LLE) [29] was used for mapping 3D splines to a
ower-dimensional space, which was then used to infer the spine
econstruction using support vector regression (SVR). A total of

32 spine reconstructions were employed for computing both
he LLE and the 306 SVRs (one SVR per feature). The results
ere then refined with image processing techniques subject to

everal constraints for enforcing valid reconstructions. Average
omputation time by itself was of 2.4 min  per reconstruction, and
g & Physics 33 (2011) 924– 933 925

user-interaction time was not reported. In the statistical approach
of this study, the spine midline (with normalised scale) is the only
predictor of the shape of the spine. While this is acceptable, there
may  be a range of spine shapes for the same spline curve. Addition-
ally, LLE may  produce inaccurate predictors for splines that are not
sufficiently well sampled, and using a set of independent SVRs does
not ensure plausible reconstructions of the spine since each out-
put feature is trained independently, thus, the longitudinal relation
between vertebrae is not taken into account.

Recently, Boisvert et al. proposed representing the spine as an
articulated model (AM) for conveniently describing spine shape
variability [30]. These models capture inter-vertebral variability
of the spine geometry by representing vertebrae position and ori-
entation as rigid geometric transformations from one vertebra to
the other along the spine. Such models already have proven to be
advantageous when only partial data about the shape of the spine
is available. In [31] AM were used to infer 3D landmarks of verte-
brae for which user input was missing and in [32] an AM enabled
inferring 3D reconstructions from a single radiograph (manually
labelled).

In this paper we  propose a method that balances user-
interaction with computational efficiency for providing faster
reconstructions than the methods previously published, while
ensuring statistically plausible reconstructions. The only user input
required by the proposed method is one spline (with about 7 con-
trol points) per radiograph defining the vertebral body line. This
input is used for guiding the deformation of a statistical model of
the shape of the spine built from articulated representations of the
spines of 295 scoliotic patients. Using this prior knowledge of spinal
shape variability allows to infer the 3D coordinates of 6 points per
vertebra from the two  input splines. These six points are typically
manually identified in highly supervised reconstruction methods
[13–15] and allow to determine vertebra location and orientation,
as well as clinical indices of the spine, as previously described. For
enhancing vertebrae location, the method makes use of the posi-
tion of the control points of the splines, which were neglected in
all the previous approaches. Therefore, the method proposed here
provides a more efficient and effective utilisation of the input data,
allowing to improve accuracy without requiring additional interac-
tion. This paper also includes a validation study where a thorough
comparison is made with state-of-the-art reconstruction methods.
We conclude that, to the best of our knowledge, this is the fastest 3D
reconstruction method of the spine for biplanar radiography that is
able to accurately locate vertebrae while providing the estimation
of clinical indices with no significant differences to fully manual
approaches.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. X-ray images acquisition

The radiographs used in this study were acquired at Saint-
Justine Hospital Centre in Montreal, Canada, with a FCR7501 system
(Fuji Medical, Tokyo, Japan), producing 12-bits grayscale digital
images with resolution of 2140 × 880 pixels. Two radiographs were
available for each examination, one posterior–anterior (PA) and
one lateral (LAT). Patients positioning and radiography calibra-
tion was  ensured by the system proposed in [7]. In this system,
patients wear a vest with 16 radiopaque pellets and are positioned
by means of rotatory platform that includes a plate with 6 pel-

lets with known absolute 3D coordinates. The pellets of the plate
are used to help determining the orientation of the referential and
the scale of the reconstruction, while the pellets of the vest enable
to determine the actual geometrical transformation from the first
radiograph acquisition to the second, taking into account eventual
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atient movement. Three-dimensional reconstructions of the spine
ere available for all exams utilised in this study. These recon-

tructions were performed using a previously validated method
15] that determines the 3D position of six anatomical landmarks
er vertebra (i.e. centre of superior and inferior endplates, and the
uperior and inferior extremities of the pedicles) based on manual
dentification of these points in both PA and LAT radiographs by an
xpert.

.2. User interface

User input is limited to placing a few control points for identify-
ng the spine midline in the two radiographs (PA and LAT) using
arametric splines (Fig. 1). The splines are calculated from the
ontrol points using monotonic piecewise cubic Hermite interpola-
ion [33], which produces splines with continuous first derivative.
his class of splines was experimentally found to be more suit-
ble for approximating the spine midline and more predictable
or users than cubic splines, which also force the second deriva-
ive to be continuous. Nevertheless, the assumption of continuous
rst derivative may  not be met  by spines with vertebral fractures,
islocated vertebrae, or with surgical instrumentation that pro-
oke discontinuities of the spinal midline, rendering the proposed
ethod unsuitable for these cases.
Both PA and LAT splines should begin at the centre of the supe-

ior endplate of vertebra T1 and should end at the centre of the
nferior endplate of L5. These are the only stereo-correspondent
oints that are required. For helping users to identify these points,
he graphical user interface (GUI) can display the epipolar line of a
iven point in the opposite view.

For enabling full use of the input data, users may  place the
emaining control points at specific anatomical points, i.e. centre of
uperior endplates, centre of inferior endplates, or centre of verte-
ral bodies. Placing control points at particular anatomical features
rovides input concerning vertebrae location that allows improv-

ng reconstruction accuracy. Typically, for faster interaction, users
lace all control points at a default location, i.e. the centre of supe-
ior endplates.

.3. Statistical model of the spine

For conveniently describing spine shape variability we  propose
sing articulated models (AM) [30]. These models represent ver-
ebrae position and orientation as rigid geometric transformations
rom one vertebra to the other along the spine. In an articulated
epresentation, only the first vertebra (i.e. L5) has an absolute posi-
ion and orientation, and the following vertebrae are dependent
rom their predecessors:

abs
i = T1 ◦ T2 ◦ · · · ◦ Ti, for i = 1, . . . , N, (1)

here Tabs
i

is the absolute geometric transformation for vertebra i,
i is the geometric transformation for vertebra i relative to vertebra

 − 1 (with the exception of the first vertebra), ◦ is the composi-
ion operator, and N is the number of vertebrae represented by the

odel.
In order to include data concerning vertebrae morphology, a

et of landmarks is expressed in the local coordinate system of
ach vertebra. The absolute coordinates for each landmark may  be
alculated as:

abs
i,j = Tabs

i � pi,j, for i = 1, . . . , N, j = 1, . . . , M, (2)
here pabs
i,j

are the absolute coordinates for landmark j of verte-
rae i, pi,j are the relative coordinates, � is the operator that applies

 transformation to a point, and M is the number of landmarks
er vertebra. Thus, an articulated representation of the spine that
g & Physics 33 (2011) 924– 933

models both global and local shape may  be expressed as a vec-
tor that includes inter-vertebral rigid transformations and relative
landmarks for each vertebra:

s = [T1, . . . , TN, p1,1, . . . , pN,M]. (3)

The method proposed here uses an articulated model of the
spine comprised of N = 17 vertebrae (from L5 to T1) and M = 6 land-
marks per vertebra. The first two landmarks are the centre of the
superior and inferior endplates (j = 1, . . .,  2) and the remaining four
are the superior and inferior extremities of both pedicles (j = 3, . . .,
6). The origin of each vertebra coordinate system is located at the
centre of the pedicles’ landmarks.

For building a statistical model of the spine, a set of 295 3D
reconstructions was  first represented in an articulated fashion (see
Eq. (3)). Then, centrality and dispersion measures were computed,
namely the mean articulated model (�) and the covariance matrix
(˙). Because of the presence of inter-vertebral rigid transforma-
tions, articulated models do not naturally belong to an Euclidian
space. Thus, Riemannian statistics [34] were used to compute �
and ˙.  The mean articulated model of n articulated models s1,. . .,n is
given by the Fréchet mean, which is computed using the following
iterative scheme, until convergence:

�t+1 = Exp�t

(
1
n

∑
i

Log�t
(si)

)
. (4)

The symbols Exp and Log refer to the Riemannian exponential and
log maps, which are defined as follows for the articulated models
used in the proposed method (see [30] for more details):

Logs′ (s) =
[

�t1, ��1�a1, . . . , �tN , ��N �aN , p1,1 − p′
1,1, . . . , pN,M − p′

N,M

]
, and

Exps′ (s) =
[

T ′
1 ◦ T(t1, �1a1), . . . , T ′

N
◦ T(tN , �N aN ), p1,1 + p′

1,1, . . . , pN,M + p′
N,M

]
where ��i, �ai, and �ti respectively designate the angle of rota-
tion, its axis and the translation associated with T ′

i
−1 ◦ Ti. The

function T() returns the rigid transformation formed by a transla-
tion combined with a rotation expressed as the product of an axis of
rotation and an angle. The covariance matrix (�) is then computed
in the tangent plane around the mean, such as:

 ̇ = 1
n

n∑
i=1

Log�(si)
T Log�(si). (5)

2.4. Spline guided deformation of the statistical AM

Three-dimensional reconstructions of the spine based on
the user-defined splines are achieved using an optimisation
process that iteratively deforms an AM towards minimis-
ing the distance between the projected landmarks of the
reconstructed model and the splines. Additionally, principal com-
ponents analysis (PCA) [35] is used for reducing the number of
dimensions of the AM,  while capturing the main deformation
modes.

Using PCA in a linearised space, an articulated representation of
a spine s may  be generated by linearly combining the eigen-vectors
of the covariance matrix and then by composing the result with the
mean articulated model:

s  = Exp�

(∑
�ivi

)
(6)
i

where � i is the weight associated with the i th eigenvector of
the covariance matrix and vi is i th eigenvector of the covariance
matrix. Finally, the 3D reconstruction of any configuration s may
be obtained by first calculating the absolute transformation of each
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ig. 1. Graphical user interface (GUI) designed for identifying the splines: this figure
n  the PA that corresponds to the control point identified on L5 vertebra on the late

ertebrae (Eq. (1))  and then the absolute 3D position of every land-
ark (Eq. (2)). Fig. 2 illustrates the influence on the shape of the

pine of the first three principal deformation modes of the statistical
hape model.

The goal of the optimisation process is to find the values of � i that
enerate the spine configuration s that best fits the user-defined

plines of both radiographs. The fitting error was defined as the
istance between (a) the absolute position of the endplates of the
eformed model and (b) the user-defined splines. For calculating
uch distance, the endplates of the deformed model are first pro-
ected to both radiographs (PA and LAT). Then, for each radiograph,

ig. 2. Effect of varying the weight (� i) of each of the first three principal deformation m
tandard deviation (� i) of the deformation mode. The statistical shape model describes th
ocated; pedicles – green small points laterally located) by modeling their relative locat

odels of complete vertebrae were rendered. (For interpretation of the references to colo
rates how the GUI may provide epipolar lines; in this case, an epipolar line is drawn
diograph.

the coordinates of the projected endplates (p2D) have to be mapped
to the user-defined spline in order to calculate the distance between
endplates and the spline (Fig. 3). The mapped locations u = {xu, yu}
are calculated in the following way:

• yu are obtained using linear interpolation: the values of the y

coordinate of the projected endplates are scaled to fit the height
of the user-defined spline;

• xu are the values of the x coordinate on the user-defined spline
at yu, which are found using piecewise cubic Hermit interpola-
tion [33], assuming that the y coordinate along the spine midline

odes of the statistical shape model in turn for −3, 0 (mean model), and 3 times the
e variability of 6 landmarks per vertebrae (endplates – red strong points medially

ion, orientation and shape on an articulated fashion. For illustration purposes, 3D
ur in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
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ig. 3. Fitting error of the deformable AM,  calculated as the distance between the e
he  AM is first projected to the PA and LAT radiographs where the operator identified
n  each radiograph. (AM represented by 6 points per vertebra connected using bla
ontrol points as white circles.) (For interpretation of the references to colour in thi

is monotonically increasing (an alternative capable of handling
non-monotonicity at the cost of decreasing computational effi-
ciency was proposed in [36]).

The cost function may  now be defined as:

 =
N∑

i=1

2∑
j=1

∑
k={pa,lat}

∥∥p2D
i,j,k − ui,j,k

∥∥2
, (7)

here p2D
i,j,k

is the projection of the 3D endplates (pabs
i,j

) to radiograph
, and ui,j,k are their estimated locations on the user-defined spline
f the same radiograph. Minimising function C is a nonlinear least-
quares problem, which is solved with a trust-region algorithm
37]. Trust-region optimisers have shown to be more computa-
ional efficient than the traditionally used Levenberg–Marquardt
lgorithm on least-squares minimisation problems, such as bundle
djustment [38]. Additionally, the adopted trust-region optimiser
llows to define bounds for constraining the range of values of the
olution [37], which is explored by the method proposed here for
nsuring plausible solutions as described in the following section.
he trust-region optimiser requires an initial solution that, for this
articular problem, is � i = 0 for all principal components, i.e. the

nitial solution corresponds to the mean model of the spine. Then,
he optimiser defines a trust-region around the current solution,
nd this region is approximated by a quadratic surface, for which a
inimum can be directly computed, resulting on a new candidate

olution. The algorithm then verifies if there is an actual improve-
ent of the cost by evaluating the cost function with the candidate
olution. If there is, the iteration is successful and, thus, the new
olution is adopted and the size of the trust-region is increased for
he next iteration; otherwise, the iteration is unsuccessful and, con-
equently, the size of the trust-region is decreased and the solution
s not updated. These steps are repeated until convergence.
tes of the AM (red dots) and their estimated positions on the user-defined splines.
plines and then the error (white thick line-segments) is calculated for each endplate
n line-segments, and user-defined splines represented by thick black curves with
re legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

2.5. Generating plausible spine configurations

The weights � i are limited to an hyperellipsoid in the param-
eter space such that |�i| ≤ 3

√
	i, being 	i the eigenvalues of the

covariance matrix (˙). In other words, we limit departures from
the mean to three standard deviations to avoid outliers. Moreover,
the cost function was  modified to include a term that promotes
models that are more likely with respect to the prior model. This is
done using the Mahalanobis distance [39] on the feature space of
the articulated model, which is defined as:

D =
√

Log�(s)T ˙−1Log�(s). (8)

Then, the cost function becomes:

C =
N∑

i=1

2∑
j=1

∑
k={pa,lat}

∥∥p2D
i,j,k − ui,j,k

∥∥2 + (˛D)2, (9)

where  ̨ is used for balancing the weight of the prior spine shape
knowledge with respect to the spline fitting error. In our exper-
iments,  ̨ = 2.5 was  empirically found to provide a good balance
between these two components of the cost function. The value of
parameter ˛ essentially depends on the pixel size of the radiographs
since the spline error is computed in pixels. Therefore, for other
systems this value would have to be adjusted.

2.6. Refinement of vertebrae location

The fitting process just described captures the shape of the spine
by placing vertebrae on their probable location along the spine mid-

line, which may  not be the correct one since there might be a range
of valid arrangements. For improving spine reconstructions with-
out requesting additional information to the user, the location of
the control points of the splines are used. However, despite control
points being placed at specific anatomical positions (like described
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n Section 2.2), it is not known on which vertebrae they lie. For tack-
ing this issue, the two nearest vertebrae of the AM are selected as
andidates for each control point after a first minimisation of Eq.
9). Then, the nearest candidate is elected if the level of ambiguity
s low enough. This may  be formalised in the following way:

dm,1

dm,2
≤ ω, (10)

here dm,1 is the distance of control point m to the nearest candi-
ate of the AM,  dm,2 is the distance to the second nearest candidate,
nd ω is a threshold that defines the maximum level of ambiguity
llowed. Since dm,1 ≤ dm,2, ambiguity has maximum value of 1 when
he candidates are equidistant to the control point, and minimum
alue of 0 when the nearest candidate is in the exact location of
he control point. The list of candidates for a given control point
epends on the anatomical position where it was  placed, e.g. if a
ontrol point was placed on the superior endplate, only the superior
ndplates of the AM would be candidates for that point.

After determining the set of elected candidates, the optimisation
rocess is repeated, but now including a third component that is
dded to Eq. (9).  This term attracts the elected vertebrae of the artic-
lated model towards their corresponding control points (Fig. 4).
et E be the set of elected candidates, the cost function may  be
edefined as:

 =
N∑

i=1

2∑
j=1

∑
k={pa,lat}

∥∥p2D
i,j,k − ui,j,k

∥∥2 + (˛D)2 +
∑
m ∈ E

∥∥dm,1

∥∥2
. (11)

hen the second optimisation finishes, the vertebrae location of
he articulated model should be closer to their real position, and
ome of the ambiguities may  be solved. Therefore, several opti-
isation processes are executed iteratively while the number of

lected candidates increases.
Concerning the value of ω, using a low threshold of ambigu-

ty may  result in a considerable waste of control points due to an
ver-restrictive strategy. On the other hand, a high threshold of
mbiguity may  produce worst results, especially when there are
ontrol points placed on erroneous locations. For overcoming this
ssue, a dynamic thresholding technique is used that begins with

 restrictive threshold where only candidates that are at half the
istance to the target or less than the second nearest candidate are
lected (ω = 0.50). Then, when no candidates are elected, ambigu-
ty is relaxed (by increments of 0.10) up to a maximum threshold
ω = 0.70). If any control points remain ambiguous at this stage, they
re considered to be unreliable.

.7. Method evaluation

Accuracy of spine reconstruction, vertebrae location and rota-
ion, and selected clinical indices were measured for a total of 30
atients: 10 moderate idiopathic scoliosis with Cobb angle in the

nterval [22◦, 43◦] and mean value of 33◦, and 20 severe idiopathic
coliosis with Cobb angle in the interval [44◦, 70◦] and mean value
f 55◦. Acquisition and calibration of the radiographs were done
s described in Section 2.1.  Reconstructions were performed with
he method proposed here by an experienced operator. Accuracy
as evaluated by comparison with reconstructions from a previ-

usly validated method [14,15] (reference method). The reference
ethod computes the 3D coordinates of 6 anatomical points per

ertebrae by triangulating their 2D coordinates on the PA and LAT

adiographs, which are manually identified by an experimented
perator. These 6 3D points are the same that the method proposed
ere computes, which allows to make direct comparisons between
he two methods. The in vitro accuracy of the reference method
omputing the 3D position of these points is of 1.3 mm [14].
g & Physics 33 (2011) 924– 933 929

The deformable articulated model was built using 295 3D spine
reconstructions (Cobb angle in the interval [4◦, 86◦]) that did not
include any 3D reconstruction of the patients of the testing set.
For enhancing computational performance, a different number of
principal components were used depending on the stage of the
reconstruction method. For the final stage, when there are no
ambiguous control points, the principal components that explain
99% of the spine shape variation were used, and in the previous
stages only 95% of the components were used.

2.7.1. User interaction versus reconstruction accuracy
The influence of the amount of user input was  studied by gen-

erating splines with variable number of control points from 5 to
17 per radiograph. Splines were automatically generated using the
reference data, in particular, the manually identified endplates.
The mean RMS  3D reconstruction error was calculated for the
endplates’ landmarks as well as for the pedicles’ landmarks by
comparison with the reference data.

2.7.2. Spine reconstruction accuracy
RMS  3D reconstruction errors were first calculated for each

exam and for both endplates and pedicles. Accuracy was measured
using the mean, standard deviation and maximum RMS errors for
each test set. Results for patients with moderate scoliosis were
compared with the values presented in [28] where the same statis-
tics were calculated for a similar sample of patients.

2.7.3. Vertebrae location and orientation accuracy
Accuracy of vertebrae location and orientation was measured as

the root mean square of the standard deviation (RMSSD) of the error
between reconstructions with the proposed method (observation
1) and the reference data (observation 2), as proposed in [25]:

RMSSD =

√√√√√√
∑

m

(∑
n

( ¯̨  − ˛n) /n

)2

m
, (12)

where ¯̨  is the mean of the n = 2 observations, and m is the number
of computed locations or orientations about either of the axes. A
vertebral reference frame was associated to each vertebra based
on the definition of Stokes and the Scoliosis Research Society [1]
and was  used to assess location and orientation. Results for the
moderate scoliosis testing set were compared with [25].

2.7.4. Clinical indices accuracy
Accuracy of the proposed method measuring clinical indices was

evaluated as the mean and standard deviation of the differences to
the reference method for the following indices: Cobb angle on the
PA, Cobb angle on the plane of maximum deformity, orientation
of the plane of maximum deformity, kyphosis and lordosis. The
computation of these indices, as described in [16], involves com-
puting the 3D curve that passes by the pedicles midpoint of each
vertebrae, which is then smoothed using a least-squares fit of a
parametric Fourier series. Additionally, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test
was  performed for identifying if there were significant differences
(p ≤ 0.05) between results of the two  methods.

2.7.5. Reconstruction time

Finally, reconstruction time was evaluated by measuring the

user interaction time needed for identifying the splines as well as
the computation time for delivering the 3D reconstruction. Aver-
age times were computed for the two  testing sets and comparisons
were made with other spline-based methods [25,26,28].
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minimum necessary to describe the spine midline (≥7 for severe
scoliosis). Comparison between the two test sets, for a number of
control points ≥7, revealed that reconstruction errors on the end-
plates were on average 0.2 mm higher on the severe test set, while
on the pedicles this difference was  of 0.5 mm.

3.2. Spine reconstruction accuracy

Results show average RMS  reconstruction errors of 2.0 mm and
2.1 mm  on the endplates’ landmarks for moderate and severe scol-
iosis respectively (Table 1). Reconstruction errors of the pedicles
were higher on severe scoliosis (4.0 mm)  when compared with
moderate scoliosis (3.5 mm).  Pedicles’ reconstruction errors were
higher than endplates’ reconstruction errors on all patients. The
maximum reconstruction error was observed on the patient with
the highest Cobb angle.

The operator identified an average of 7 control points on
both PA and lateral radiographs when reconstruction patients
with moderate scoliosis, and an average of 9 control points on
the PA and 7 on the lateral for severe scoliosis. The major-
ity of control points were placed on the centre of the superior
endplate and only on a few vertebrae the operator choose
to place control points on the bottom endplate. The proposed
method was always able to solve the ambiguities when mapping
control points to vertebrae of the articulate model, and there-
fore all control points were always used for refining vertebrae
location.

3.3. Vertebrae position and orientation accuracy
Results for this experiment are presented in Table 2 and show
that the proposed method presents no considerable differences
between moderate and severe scoliosis when locating vertebrae
position. Regarding orientation, the same was observed for rota-
tions about all axes with the exception of axial rotation (Z axis)
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Table 1
RMS reconstruction errors for the six 3D points per vertebrae, i.e. Plates (centre of superior and inferior endplates) and pedicles (superior and inferior extremities of the left
and  right pedicles), for the severe and moderate scoliosis test sets, and comparison with the method proposed by Kadoury et al. [28].

Method N Cobb angle [min–max] Mean ± SD [max] 3D error (mm)

Plates Pedicles

Proposed 20 [44–70◦] (severe) 2.1 ± 0.3 [2.9] 4.0 ± 0.9 [6.1]
Proposed 10 [22–43◦] (moderate) 2.0 ± 0.3 [2.3] 3.5 ± 0.4 [4.3]
Kadoury et al. [28] 20 [15–40◦] (moderate) 2.2 ± 0.9 [4.7] 2.0 ± 1.5 [5.5]

Table 2
RMSSD location and orientation errors for the severe and moderate scoliosis test sets, and comparison with the method proposed by Dumas et al. [25] (orientation is expressed
as  a rotation about the given axis).

Method N Mean Cobb angle Location (mm)  Orientation (◦)
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Proposed 20 55◦ (severe) 0.
Proposed 10 33◦ (moderate) 0.
Dumas et al. [25] 11 30◦ (moderate) 0.

here errors on severe scoliosis (4.4◦) were higher than errors on
oderate scoliosis (3.3◦).

.4. Clinical indices accuracy

Results for this experiment are presented in Table 3 and show
hat no significant differences were found for all evaluated clin-
cal indices on patients with moderate scoliosis (p ≤ 0.05). On
evere scoliosis, Cobb angle at the maximum plane of deformation
nd Kyphosis shown statistically significant differences, both with

 = 0.03.

.5. Reconstruction time

Average reconstruction times, for both user interaction and
econstruction computation, are presented in Table 4. Computa-
ion times were measured on a Desktop PC with an AMD  Phenom II
2 550 3.10 GHz processor and 2 GBytes of memory for an imple-
entation on Matlab of the proposed method.

. Discussion

The method proposed by Kadoury et al. [28] is probably the
pline-based method with higher accuracy of 3D reconstruction
or patients with moderate scoliosis. However, it requires consid-
rable computation time (2.4 min) in addition to the interaction
ime needed for identifying the splines. This method finds an ini-
ial reconstruction using a statistical approach that is refined using
mage processing subject to several restrictions. Comparison with
he proposed method (Table 1) shows comparable mean recon-
truction errors of the endplates for a similar sample (moderate
coliosis), while requiring much less computation time (∼3 s). Addi-
ionally, the proposed method achieves lower standard deviation
0.3 mm vs 0.9 mm)  and lower maximum error (2.3 mm vs 4.7 mm)
or the endplates, which demonstrates more robustness locating
hese landmarks. Moreover, when testing the method on patients
ith severe scoliosis, the endplates’ results remain more robust

han the results presented in [28] for moderate scoliosis. Concern-
ng pedicles reconstruction, the method presented here achieves
igher mean reconstruction errors (3.5 mm vs 2.0 mm),  since they
re completely inferred by the statistical model with no direct clues

rom the operator nor from the content of the radiographic images.
evertheless, the proposed method presents much lower standard
eviation (0.4 mm vs 1.5 mm)  and lower maximum error (4.3 mm
s 5.5 mm),  which again shows more stable results despite the
verage error being higher.
0.5 0.5 1.2 1.5 4.4
0.5 0.4 1.2 1.3 3.3
1.1 2.3 1.3 2.0 3.2

It is also important to mention that the method proposed by
Kadoury et al. uses a considerably larger database for creating the
statistical model (732 exams vs 295 exams), which may  have direct
impact on results. This was  needed since the statistical approach
proposed by the authors is based on local linear embedding (LLE)
and this technique is sensible to insufficient sampling [40]. In fact,
despite LLE and several other dimensionality reduction techniques
showing good results on artificial datasets, experiments with real-
world data show that PCA often outperforms them [40]. Therefore,
the method proposed here should be able to better modelling the
population when fewer cases are available for building the statis-
tical model, which may  happen on other kinds of deformities, or in
institutions without access to such amount of data.

Simulation results (Fig. 5) enabled to conclude that having more
control points enables improving the accuracy of the reconstruc-
tion of the endplates’ centres. Therefore, reconstruction accuracy
could be superior if the operator had chosen to identify more con-
trol points. This creates a tradeoff between reconstruction accuracy
and interaction time that may  be adjusted according to users’ needs
and the objective of the examination. However, these results also
show that this additional interaction may  have no effect on the
accuracy of the reconstruction of pedicles.

Comparison with the results presented by Dumas et al. [25]
shows that vertebrae location accuracy was considerably improved
by our method (Table 2) while requiring less interaction (1.5 min
vs 5 min). Moreover, results with severe scoliosis were compara-
ble with moderate scoliosis, which shows the method ability for
locating vertebrae even on more severe cases. In terms of verte-
brae orientation, results were comparable with the ones presented
in Dumas et al. with the exception of vertebrae rotation on Y axis
that was more accurately estimated by our method. Axial rotation is
considerably less accurately estimated than rotations about X and Y
axes, and is sensible to an increase on the severity of scoliosis. This
was  expected since, unlike the rotation about X and Y axes that are
calculated with the reconstructed endplates only, axial rotation is
calculated using the reconstructed pedicles, which have inferior
accuracy. Nevertheless, the estimation of axial rotation with the
reference method has higher inter-user variability than the remain-
ing rotations even on in vitro experiments [41]. These errors tend to
increase on in vivo scenarios due to difficulties identifying pedicles,
making the inter/intra-user variablity on the apical vertebrae rais-

ing up to 8◦ [15]. Consequently, it is difficult to properly quantify
the accuracy of pedicles’ reconstruction as well as axial rotation.

A proper comparison with the method proposed in Humbert
et al. [26] was  not possible since the authors did not perform
an accuracy study on neither vertebrae location, orientation, nor
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Table 3
Average differences between the proposed and the reference method [14,15] for clinical indices and results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test: S – significant difference, NS –
non-significant difference at p ≤ 0.05 (CobbPA – Cobb angle on the PA, PlaneMax – plane of maximum deformity, CobbMax – Cobb angle on the PlaneMax).

Index Moderate Severe

Mean ± SD difference p Mean ± SD difference p

CobbPA(◦) 0.4 ± 3.1 0.85 (NS) 1.0 ± 2.4 0.09 (NS)
CobbMax(◦) 0.7 ± 4.9 0.70 (NS) 1.6 ± 2.8 0.03 (S)
PlaneMax(◦) 2.7 ± 17.7 0.64 (NS) 1.5 ± 16.2 0.57 (NS)
Kyphosis(◦) −1.2 ± 5.7 0.92 (NS) 0.9 ± 1.6 0.03 (S)
Lordosis(◦) 2.2 ± 4.6 0.16 (NS) 0.0 ± 5.8 0.91 (NS)

Table 4
Average reconstruction time (min:s) comparison with other spline-based methods for patients with moderate scoliosis (statistics for severe scoliosis are included inside
brackets  when available).
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User interaction 1:30 [1:50] n.a. 

Computation 0:03 [0:03] 2:24 

linical indices. Nevertheless, the method presented here has con-
iderably less user interaction (∼1 min  less). Moreover, the times
resented in [26] benefit from radiographs captured with superior

mage quality and with no image distortion along the Z axis due the
se of an EOS system [42] instead of standard radiographic equip-
ent with cone-beam X-rays. These features of the EOS facilitate

he identification of the splines as well as of anatomical features,
hich may  contribute for faster times and higher accuracy.

Results of the accuracy study of clinical indices (Table 3) show
hat no significant differences were found for patients with mod-
rate scoliosis (p ≤ 0.05). Despite there is a large variation on the
rientation of the plane of maximum deformation, inter-observer
recision of the reference method reaches a variability of 20.4◦ [15].
n the test set of severe scoliotic patients, two indices presented

ignificant differences: the Cobb angle at the maximum plane of
eformity and the angle of kyphosis. However, both these indices
resent acceptable mean differences for clinical practice. Addition-
lly, the inter-observer variability of kyphosis for the reference
ethod is of 2.8◦. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that the
ethod presented here is suitable for clinical evaluation of both
oderate and severe scoliosis (Cobb angle up to 70◦).

. Conclusion

This study proposed and assessed a novel 3D reconstruction
ethod of the scoliotic spine based on deformable articulated
odels. The method is based on two fundamental concepts: (i)

he ability of articulated models for inferring missing informa-
ion and (ii) the exploration of the position of the splines’ control
oints for improving reconstruction accuracy without consider-
bly increasing interaction time. To the best of our knowledge,
hese two features enabled us to achieve the fastest reconstruc-
ions as well as the highest accuracy locating the vertebral bodies
nd the centres of their endplates, which enabled a proper esti-
ation of clinical indices. Therefore, the proposed method makes

ossible having rapid and accurate feedback at the moment of
xamination, something of crucial importance for today’s require-
ents of clinical institutions. In addition, computation time may

e considerably decreased by calculating the derivatives of the
ost function analytically, instead of using finite differences.
his would enable users to have reconstructions as they iden-
ify control points, which would allow to interactively refining

econstructions.

Future work includes improving pedicles 3D reconstruction
sing image processing techniques. This challenging problem is
ow easier to address since, with the proposed method, vertebral
odies are well localised, and initial estimates of the pedicles loca-
] Humbert et al. [26] Dumas et al. [25]

2:30 [3:00] 5:00
0:04 [0:04] n.a.

tion are available, which helps limiting the region of interest in the
radiographs.
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